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By Martin Thomas

The government seems not to have read the report on 
pandemic prospects for winter 2020-1 published on 

14 July, and commissioned by the government’s Chief 
Scientific Officer. The report points to several social meas-
ures which Solidarity has been campaigning for.

It says: “July and August must be a period of intense 
preparation for… a resurgence of Covid-19” likely in the 
winter. Otherwise the toll could be twice as heavy be-
tween September 2020 and June 2021 as it was in the 
first wave earlier this year. Instead of preparing for a win-
ter resurgence, Boris Johnson has advocated that firms 
recall people working from home... in order to get more 
traffic for city-centre cafés and pubs.

Working-from-home has many downsides longer-term, 
but for now this report lists it as the first of the “active 
containment measures… vital… as we approach winter”.

Even the BBC website has flagged up workers’ right to 
refuse workspaces with “serious and imminent danger”.

The report argues:
• Testing, tracing, and isolation must be stepped up, 

with legally-enforceable “pay for those required to quar-
antine”, and “alternative accommodation” for those need-
ing to self-isolate but in crowded housing. Test results 
must be communicated in “near real time”, not with delay. 
That points to a public-health test-trace operation in place 
of the current mess of subcontractors.

• For high outbreak risks, it identifies hospitals and 
care homes, and also homeless hostels; asylum-seeker 
detention centres; prisons; overcrowded accommoda-
tion; workplaces such as food manufacturing; religious 
gatherings; big social events; Roma, Gypsy, and Traveller 
encampments. So: workers’ control; release people from 
detention centres and most from prisons; provide alter-
native accommodation.

• It says “many care homes are privately owned, and 
therefore oversight is challenging”, and points to “issues 
of funding, wages, and stability of the care sector”. So: 
demand care homes be taken over by the public sector 
and staffed on secure public-sector pay and conditions.

• It warns that the PPE supply chain is still not ready 
for new surges. So: emergency public ownership of NHS 
supply and logistics (at present a web of private subcon-
tractors), with workers’ control.

• NHS capacity must be increased in advance. So: pri-
vate hospitals should be nationalised and brought into 
the NHS, and NHS pay and funding increased.

• NHS staff vacancies, 100,000 of them, must be filled, 
and Brexit will “pose additional challenges”. So: fight for 
freedom of movement.

The report also discusses measures to reduce infec-
tion within hospitals, especially between staff, saying that 
China seems to have managed that.

It advocates stepped-up flu vaccination this winter, es-
pecially of care-home workers, of whom currently only 
about 30% get the jab.

Although it considers the evidence on efficacy of masks 
foggy, it indicates that making covid-distancing rules 
clear, well-understood, and well-followed can be more 
important than the fine detail of the rules. It emphasises 
that rules must be formulated and communicated in dis-
cussion with those most at risk, not just thrown out from 
above.

It proposes simultaneous testing in winter for flu as well 
as SARS-Cov-2. Otherwise, it says, the testing operation 
will be swamped. While now about one in ten of those 
with Covid-like symptoms has that virus rather than an-
other, in winter it will be one in 30 or 40.

There is “high uncertainty” about the coming months. 
But many viruses are seasonal (no-one really knows why), 
so this one probably will be. In any case, in winter people 
are indoors more, with less ventilation, and that increases 
infection. The NHS has been pushing 95% of capacity in 
ordinary, non-epidemic winters. Flu could be more severe 
this winter. As recently as 2017-8, we had some 56,000 
excess winter deaths, a number comparable to the Covid-
19 toll so far, and worse among the non-elderly.

The report points to Chile as a southern-hemisphere 
comparison. Infections went up sharply there in June 
(winter). It could also have pointed to Australia. The state 
of Victoria locked down earlier and for longer than other 
states, has done more testing, and until recently had done 
better than NSW and Tasmania. It had fewer than ten new 
cases per day, sometimes none, between mid-April and 
mid-June. Now, in its winter, it has a surge bigger than its 
first one. The other states are still ok.

Neil Ferguson, the scientist whose calculations pushed 
the UK to lockdown in March, did the calculations for this 
report too; but the report considers a new blanket lock-
down an undesirable desperate expedient. 

Back in March, the government had lost track (official 
new infections for 12 March: 117. Ferguson’s retrospec-
tive estimate: about 30,000). Ferguson argued that there 
was nothing for it but a blanket lockdown, even though 
many of the measures included might be ineffective, it 
couldn’t be sustained long, and it was a delaying tactic 
rather than an “answer”. With more testing, knowledge, 
and preparation, more precise measures could work.

In particular, the report argues that new school closures 
should be avoided unless as a “last resort”. □

• Campaign for full isolation pay for all, regardless of 
contract and status, and for public ownership of social 
care: safeandequal.org.

A second virus surge in winter

Anti-racist resources
We have compiled various anti-racist resources to 

learn about anti-racist movements, and arm your-
self with ideas to beat back racism: readings and pam-
phlets, video and audio.

See workersliberty.org/anti-racist-resources □

http://www.workersliberty.org
https://www.facebook.com/workersliberty
http://twitter.com/workersliberty
https://acmedsci.ac.uk/more/news/prepare-now-for-a-winter-covid-19-peak-warns-academy-of-medical-sciences
https://acmedsci.ac.uk/more/news/prepare-now-for-a-winter-covid-19-peak-warns-academy-of-medical-sciences
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/03/why-do-dozens-diseases-wax-and-wane-seasons-and-will-covid-19
https://www.workersliberty.org/story/2020-07-15/melbourne-back-lockdown
http://safeandequal.org
https://www.workersliberty.org/anti-racist-resources
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The Black Lives Matter protesters, still on the streets 
eight weeks after the killing of George Floyd, are a 

new wave of young leftists.
As we said back in Solidarity 551, they deserve “more 

than the hurried reforms now offered here and there in 
the USA. Reforms can stick, deepen, become a lever for 
more, but only through the work of a movement which 
works and educates week by week, year after year”.

Young people on the protests are sympathetic to the 
idea that we need an ongoing movement, and even to 
the idea that the movement must be socialist, working 
for an all-round social levelling-up, not just for specialist 
reforms. But what are the first steps now, starting from 
here, to get there?

All the big changes won in capitalist societies have 
essentially been won by labour-movement mobilisation 
(sometimes “translated” from countries where they’ve 
been won to others where they’re implemented to pre-
empt mobilisation).

Yet the broad labour movement is not yet fit to give in-
dividual young leftists the tools they need to build long-
term. There are no other big campaigns or organisations 
ready-made, or constructible at will, to do that either.

The best way we can help build bigger ongoing move-
ments is to recruit new young leftists to the socialist or-
ganisations which will work as pioneers in the rebuilding.

Historically, the big trade union movements in most 
countries developed only after the pioneer work of small 
socialist groups, and by the cross-fertilisation of that pio-
neer work with unpredictable broader groundswells. So 
also it will be with the rebuilding in the years to come.

We must seize the chances given by the lull in the pan-
demic in Britain, which has allowed the BLM protests and 
the re-emergence of strikes as in Tower Hamlets.

And quickly. The lull may be short. We must also gear 
ourselves up for effective continued operation in case of 
new lockdowns. The official report on pandemic pros-
pects issued on 14 July expects a resurgence of the virus 
from September-October, maybe mild but also maybe 
“greater than that seen in the spring”.

The labour movement has partly been “locked down” 
since March, and so far is responding poorly to the flood 
of job cuts. But some unions have seen increases in mem-
bership, in numbers of reps, and activity at workplace 
level. “Key workers” feel more confident and can become 

more assertive. The Tories have lost credit. As of 14 July, 
local Labour Parties are again allowed to meet and de-
bate motions, if only online.

Socialists can start again on our staple activities: street 
stalls, putting motions in meetings, street protests, sup-
porting industrial disputes, in-person meetings (legal 
again in England, up to a size of 30, from 4 July).

We need to do that to make visible and accessible to 
the new young leftists, “at first sight”, what organised so-
cialists do and what they can do too.

Full lockdown made that accessibility difficult. It wors-
ened difficulties which have developed over recent dec-
ades of low direct working-class struggle.

Over those decades, the “model” of left, or leftish, poli-
tics most visible to young leftists has become something 
different from what it had been since the very beginnings 
of “left politics”.

NGOs [Non-Governmental Organisations] or NGO-type 
activity have become the model. The visible options have 
become either just to get on e-lists and social media net-
works, sign e-petitions, and occasionally turn up to pro-
tests; or, if more energetic, to get an office job for a leftish 
NGO, for a think-tank, or on the staff of a trade union.

The socialist alternative, of becoming pioneers in work-
places, in unions, on the streets, and working daily to 
“make socialists” and organise them by one-to-one ad-
vocacy, has been less visible, sometimes not even under-
stood.

But without that alternative, we cannot build a move-
ment with the power in the workplaces and in communi-
ties to change society. The rise of NGOs since the 1980s 
has been a (softening) complement to neoliberalism, not 
a rallying of forces to defeat it.

Our message to the labour movement, and to ourselves, 
for the next couple of months, is: remobilise. Use the lull 
to get on to the streets and to meet in person. Learning 
from the lessons of the last four months, develop ways to 
maintain visibility and accessibility for your activity even 
in the event of new lockdowns.

And to the BLM protesters; to the pro-Corbyn young 
people to whom Young Labour and Labour Students 
never offered democratic and activist avenues, and whom 
the big unions have failed to help organise in their work-
places; to the climate protesters; to the young people 
who joined anti-Brexit protests, our message is: join us in 
building the socialist pioneer force which can make the 
labour movement and the working class a force for social 
revolution. □

Remobilise the left!

No. 558 5 August
To allow for staff breaks, Solidarity will skip a week on 

29 July, and again on 19 August. 558, 5 August; 559, 
12 August; 560, 26 August... □

What we stand for
The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty fights for socialist 

revolution, for the labour movement to militantly as-
sert working-class interests. 

See workersliberty.org/about — if you agree, join us! □

Editorial 

http://workersliberty.org/audio
https://www.workersliberty.org/c19-online
https://www.workersliberty.org/story/2020-06-10/police-capitalism-and-democracy
https://acmedsci.ac.uk/file-download/51353957
https://www.globalpolicy.org/component/content/article/176/31937.html
https://workersliberty.org/about
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By Sacha Ismail

“UK’s new start – Let’s get going” say the government 
ads portraying Brexit as a wonderful opportunity. 

More instructive is the government’s emergency purchase 
of a 1.2m square feet site in Kent, 20 miles from Dover, to 
create a giant customs clearance facility for the ten thou-
sand lorries that come through the port every day.

Particularly if there is a No Deal Brexit, and even with 
the kind of hard-Brexit deal the government wants, the 
UK faces major economic and social destruction when the 
transition period ends on 31 December.

It will be even worse in the midst of the economic and 
social fallout from Covid-19, likely to be in full flow at the 
end of 2020.

The Tories will take the opportunity to ratchet up their 
right-wing, worker-bashing, migrant-bashing agenda. 
The labour movement, whatever our different views on 
the “principle” of Brexit itself, must argue at every step 
against the Tories and to minimise the new barriers be-
tween countries. Another Europe is Possible is campaign-
ing on such issues: bit.ly/altmand.

If Brexit goes ahead on 1 January, the chances of a 
“good” deal or anything like one, avoiding major disrup-
tion and regression, are minimal.

When the legal deadline for extending the transition 
period passed on 30 June, the possibilities for doing so 
narrowed. The case to delay Brexit, to allow proper dem-
ocratic scrutiny and planning, did not change.

On 15 July SNP leader Ian Blackford moved in Parlia-
ment to welcome the EU’s openness to extending the 
transition period and for the government to immediately 
accept. Labour’s spokesperson Paul Blomfeld attacked 
the SNP proposal and Labour MPs abstained, producing 
a government majority of 321 to 57.

The labour movement’s failure to demand an extension, 

with Labour figures occasionally breaking the silence only 
to waffle, has been a major factor in allowing the Tories to 
evade accountability over all this.

If the government is forced to request a delay, the EU 
will very likely find a way, despite the missed deadline. If 
there are new crises in the government’s Brexit plans, new 
opportunities for extension may open up. In any case, we 
should tell the truth about what Brexit this year will mean, 
continue to make the case for delay, use new crises to 
re-make the case against Brexit altogether, and fight the 
Tories step by step. □

Brexit, bluster, and borders

Labour meetings reopen
A new “coronavirus guidance” from the Labour Party 

(15 July) says that “CLP [Constituency Labour Party] 
ordinary meetings and branch meetings may now be 
conducted online”.

Beyond online social get-togethers, educational talks, 
and so on, such meetings had previously been banned 
since March. That deprived ordinary members of the 
right to call leaders, MPs, and councillors to account, 
to debate out policies, and to make decisions on cam-
paigning. The guidance still says “physical meetings re-
main prohibited”, though since 4 July the government 
rule has been that meetings of up to 30 are ok with cov-
id-distancing.

Solidarity has collected suggested wording for mo-
tions on some urgent issues — Black Lives Matter, pan-
demic, job cuts, Hong Kong — which readers can use or 
adapt. See myge2019.wordpress.com. □

Upcoming livestreams
Workers’ Liberty have a schedule of videos going 

“live”. Please tune in and share! The videos (often 
subtitled) will “go live” at the times below on our face-
book, and (if not before) instagram, youtube, and often 
twitter. From Wednesday 22 July to Tuesday 5 August:

Thursday 23 July, 1.30pm: “Remobilise the left!” — 
Solidarity editorial with Stephen Wood (see page 3)

Monday 27 July, 1.30pm: “Marxists and the Labour 
Party” — intro speech by Cathy Nugent, from the ABCs of 
Marxism series of meetings

Thursday 30 July, 1.30pm: “‘Opium of the people’: 
Marx on religion” — introductory speech by Kate from a 
meeting of the same name

Monday 3 August, 1.30pm: “Brazil and the pan-
demic” — intro speech by Luiza Xavier

Strife in Unite
The United Left, the dominant faction in the big Unite 

union, held a hustings and online ballot on 18 July 
to decide its nomination for the General Secretary com-
ing up, probably, in the next months as Len McCluskey 
retires.

The nomination was won by Steve Turner, one of the 
union’s Assistant General Secretaries (AGS), with 370 
votes against 367 for Howard Beckett, another AGS. The 
Labour left blog Skwawkbox, which supported Beckett, 
is agitating for a re-run with the claim that some Beck-
ett supporters couldn’t get access to the online voting. 
Workers’ Liberty activists in Unite say that although 
Beckett can talk left, his role in Unite’s failed legal actions 
against Sally Nailard and Anna Turley is discrediting.

Sharon Graham, head of the union’s Organising De-
partment and not a member of the United Left, has said 
she will stand. We know of no candidate yet from the 
union’s traditional right wing. □

http://www.workersliberty.org
https://www.facebook.com/workersliberty
http://twitter.com/workersliberty
https://www.anothereurope.org/alternative-mandate
http://myge2019.wordpress.com
https://www.facebook.com/workersliberty
https://www.facebook.com/workersliberty
https://instagram.com/workers_liberty/
https://www.youtube.com/c/WorkersLibertyUK
https://twitter.com/workersliberty
https://labourlist.org/2020/07/steve-turner-wins-united-left-backing-to-succeed-len-mccluskey/
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By Sacha Ismail

Members of the public-services union Unison in Tower 
Hamlets council, East London, had good support 

again for a strike on 15-17 July, following another on 
3-6-7 July.

We understand that the local Unison branch is pressing 
the union nationally to approve a longer strike, and a re-
ballot if the council will not concede before the validity of 
the current ballot expires on 22 August.

Tower Hamlets Unison’s adult social care convener 
Amina Patel told us:

“The fight is very much continuing and we need to keep 
the momentum up. We’re calling on all Tower Hamlets 
councillors, on all Labour MPs but most of all on union 
branches and activists across the country to show solidar-
ity. Our members are feeling determined; this is a fight 
we can win.”

If the council, a Labour council, succeeds in imposing its 
“Tower Rewards” programme of reduced terms and con-
ditions on its workforce, then it will compound the impact 
of pandemic and slump on the livelihoods of thousands 
of workers and their families. It will increase the risk of 
similar attacks on workers in other councils and of accel-
erated cuts in jobs and services. 

Even after the Tower Hamlets workers have beaten back 
some of the council’s proposals, they still face:

• Severe cuts to severance pay (and some councils in-
tend major job cuts after lockdown)

• Reducing starting salaries for many workers
• A substantially reduced flexible working scheme
• Severe cuts to travel allowances
• Night work supplements starting later
• Making protections around disciplinary and grievance 

procedures non-contractual
• Limiting payment for travel time and compensation 

for travel costs.
For more detail see: bit.ly/whythstrikes.
Women and BME workers are being hit hardest. All this 

from a council and Mayor not short on rhetoric about 
their support for key workers in the pandemic and for the 
Black Lives Matter cause.

If Tower Hamlets council’s attack has much wider impli-
cations, so does its workers’ resistance.

The Tower Hamlets workers and their Unison branch 
have hit back solidly, with six days of strike action so 
far and an energetic campaign that has rallied a lot of 
support. That has included multiple covid-distanced but 
well-attended picket lines, several large online rallies with 
strikers and high profile labour movement speakers, and 
numerous videos and messages of solidarity. 

Both CLPs in the borough, Bethnal Green and Bow 
and Poplar and Limehouse, have come out in support of 
the strike, as has local Labour MP Apsana Begum. Rally 
speakers have included high profile Labour figures such 
as John McDonnell and Diane Abbott. Over 1,300 Labour 
and trade union members have signed a statement of 
support. 

Eleven Labour councillors have come out against Tower 
Rewards and in support of the workers, and many others 
are reported by local Labour activists to be unhappy and 
increasingly restive. It sounds as if Tower Hamlets Mayor 
John Biggs is under growing pressure.

The Tower Hamlets dispute has sparked discussion 
about some important issues for the labour movement.

• Council cuts. Faced with a new wave of cuts after the 
pandemic, what will Labour councils do? Attack their 
communities and workforces or help lead a fightback?

• The anti-union laws. Tower Hamlets council has re-
peatedly used various aspects of the Tory anti-union laws 
to attack and seek to undermine the strike.

• The Labour left and workers’ struggles. On the initi-
ative of Momentum Internationalist supporters, the new 
Momentum National Coordinating Group has backed the 
strike. But the Momentum office machine is evidently re-
luctant to do much about it. 

Please send a message of support from your union 
branch, Labour Party, other organisation or from yourself 
as an individual. You can make a donation on the same 
page: bit.ly/TowerSolidarity. Regular updates at tower-
hamlets.unison.site https://towerhamlets.unison.site. For 
a longer interview with Amina Patel see bit.ly/aminap-
interview. □

Tower Hamlets workers can win

By Ira Berkovic

Mass protests against Prime Minister Benjamin Netan-
yahu’s handling of the coronavirus crisis have contin-

ued in Israel, with one protest converging on Netanyahu’s 
residence on Saturday 18 July. Demonstrators blocked 
roads and built barricades before being dispersed with 
water cannons. Netanyahu’s trial for corruption has now 
resumed, with the case expected to last years. Polling 
by the Israel Democracy Institute suggests just 29.5% 
of the Israeli public trusts Netanyahu’s handling of the 

pandemic. This backdrop of discontent and unrest has 
made it difficult for Netanyahu to proceed with plans to 
annex Palestinian territories in the West Bank, which re-
main stalled. Linking the issues of economic and social 
inequality posed by the government’s mishandling of the 
pandemic to the question of the occupation, and build-
ing an internationalist movement that takes up the cause 
of Palestinian self determination, whilst seeking to unite 
Jewish and Arab workers around shared class interests, 
remains a vital task for Israel’s left. □

Netanyahu under fire

http://workersliberty.org/audio
https://www.workersliberty.org/c19-online
https://towerhamlets.unison.site/2020/06/19/tower-rewards-why-were-striking-faqs
https://towerhamlets.unison.site/2020/07/10/public-support
https://towerhamlets.unison.site
https://www.workersliberty.org/story/2020-07-14/were-showing-them-were-not-weak-tower-hamlets-workers-strike-again
https://www.workersliberty.org/story/2020-07-14/were-showing-them-were-not-weak-tower-hamlets-workers-strike-again
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By Zack Muddle 

Siberia has seen record-breaking heatwaves so far this 
year, over 5ºC above average. The Arctic is warming 

considerably faster than the global average, and research-
ers found that this heatwave “would have been almost im-
possible without human-induced climate change”.

Heatwaves on average kill tens — perhaps hundreds — of 
thousands of people around the world. They have been 
systematically under-reported in Africa, where the toll is 
likely higher than in Europe.

Arctic heatwaves and warming are driving rapid dis-
appearance of sea ice, extreme forest fires and thawing 
of permafrost. Permafrost is carbon-rich. Its thawing re-
leases methane, a particularly potent greenhouse gas, 
thus bringing higher temperatures and yet more thawing.

This all underscores the importance of a “green recov-
ery” from the Covid-19 crisis, seizing the opportunities to 
reshape economies as they are booted back up again. 
One report suggests that an overwhelming majority of 
people in the UK would support recovery plans aiming to 
reduce emissions towards a net zero goal.

Yet globally, the opposite is happening. Environmen-

tally “potentially damaging” stimulus packages still dom-
inate the recovery measures compared to “green” ones. 
Without concerted organising to force a greener path, we 
can expect this trajectory to continue.

Depending on how you calculate it, China is the coun-
try with the highest emissions. (As an export-dominated 
economy, many of the emissions are part of the supply 
chains for goods consumed elsewhere.) It was also the 
first country to go into lockdown over Covid-19. Emis-
sions fell 25% in the first six weeks following lockdown. 
Since then, CO2 levels have surged past pre-lockdown 
levels, to 4-5% higher in May 2020 than a year previously. 
The biggest drivers have been major increases in coal 
power use — construction of coal power stations has also 
increased — and from cement for construction. 

It remains to be seen what the longer term trends will 
be, but a similar picture can be seen, for example, with 
coal in India, the world’s third largest emitter on the same 
metrics.

Some were hopeful earlier in the year that the lockdown 
and crisis would in themselves drive a faster phasing out 
of coal or fossil power in general. But systemic factors al-
ways meant it wouldn’t be so easy.

None of this is inevitable. The labour movement must 
fight, internationally, for energy sectors to be nationalised 
under democratic control, to rapidly phase out fossil fuels 
and transition to low-carbon energy sources. □

Siberia signals global dangers

On 20 July the Tory government said it would accept 
the recommendations of the Pay Review Boards 

and give teachers in England a 3.1% rise, dentists and 
doctors 2.8%, police and prison officers 2.5%. Nurses 
and junior doctors get nothing new because they are in 
multi-year pay deals. In France, health workers’ protests 
have won special pay rises for all health workers and a 
promise to expand government health spending. □

More online
Push for factory-universities

Cath Fletcher dissects the government’s “Restructuring 
Regime”

bit.ly/uni-restr

A critique of identity politics
Fraser Andrews discusses Asad Haider’s book

bit.ly/iden-pol

Momentum and the pandemic
Martin Thomas argues that a call for “strong 

leadership” has pushed aside all distinct left-wing 
demands

bit.ly/mo-pand

Environment

New audio!
Listen, download or subscribe to Workers’ Liberty 

audio recordings of our paper, other publications, 
and many meetings. New this last fortnight:

• Why not a united Ireland? Ireland, Brexit, and Parti-
tion — Workers’ Liberty 3/66 mag. 

• Towards a new revolutionary left? Panel debate with 
speakers from Workers’ Liberty, Mutiny, Red Flag

• PJ — AKA The Repeat Beat Poet — on George Floyd 
protests, police, and fighting racism (see pages 8-9)

• Solidarity 556 part 1 and part 2, 555 part 1 and part 2
• Marxists on the US Civil War and the fight against 

slavery — with Mark Osborn and Sacha Ismail
• Marxist ABCs: The politics of identity, introduction 

with Cathy Nugent
• Do we need prisons? with Anita Downs, from “The 

state, crime, prisons and the police” series of meetings
• Left unity: is Momentum fit for purpose?, with Ruth 

Cashman

See workersliberty.org/audio for links to the audio 
version. All recent episodes can be found through 
most podcast providers: search “Workers’ Liberty” or 
“Solidarity & More”. More information on subscribing 
and using podcasts at the URL above. □

http://www.workersliberty.org
https://www.facebook.com/workersliberty
http://twitter.com/workersliberty
https://www.carbonbrief.org/siberia-s-2020-heatwave-made-600-times-more-likely-by-climate-change
https://www.carbonbrief.org/siberia-s-2020-heatwave-made-600-times-more-likely-by-climate-change
https://www.carbonbrief.org/guest-post-why-africas-heatwaves-are-a-forgotten-impact-of-climate-change
https://www.workersliberty.org/story/2020-05-26/no-return-full-co2-spewing
https://www.workersliberty.org/story/2020-05-26/no-return-full-co2-spewing
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jun/23/uk-public-supports-green-recovery-from-coronavirus-crisis
https://www.carbonbrief.org/coronavirus-tracking-how-the-worlds-green-recovery-plans-aim-to-cut-emissions
https://www.carbonbrief.org/coronavirus-tracking-how-the-worlds-green-recovery-plans-aim-to-cut-emissions
https://www.workersliberty.org/story/2020-06-10/fossil-fuel-reboot
https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-chinas-co2-emissions-surged-past-pre-coronavirus-levels-in-may
https://www.workersliberty.org/story/2020-06-10/fossil-fuel-reboot
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By Mohan Sen

The new leadership of the Labour left group Momen-
tum has faced criticism for endorsing all six candidates 

on the “Centre Left Grassroots Alliance” left slate for the 
CLP [Constituency Labour Party] seats on Labour’s Na-
tional Executive (NEC), despite failing to get a statement 
on trans rights supported by the slate as it said it would 
do.

The elections are for 18 of 39 seats on the NEC, and are 
now in the nominations stage. That closes on 27 Septem-
ber, and balloting will be 19 October to 12 November.

There was a genuine problem of timescale, with the 
new Momentum national coordinating group elected a 
matter of days before key decisions had to be made. And 
there is a case to rank all the candidates above the right 
in the Single Transferable Vote rankings. Laura Pidcock 
and Ann Henderson are weak on trans rights; but then 
these are not the only serious political problems with the 
Momentum-backed candidates.

Some candidates not sponsored by the CLGA, for in-
stance Open Labour’s Jermain Jackman, may in fact be 
just as left-wing as the CLGA ones. But it is in general im-
portant that left-wing candidates win as many places as 

possible. The new, preferential voting system means it is 
possible to rank left candidates with better politics higher.

The issue is firstly that Momentum has not been straight-
forward about what it achieved and failed to achieve in 
the negotiations, or about its reasoning for backing all the 
candidates despite the problem of trans rights. 

This is exacerbated by the lack of reports or public 
statements from NCG [National Coordinating Group] 
members.

In the NCG election, winning slate Forward Momentum 
promised regular reports from all successful candidates. 
But, after a few initial comments, there is now silence. 
Though there have been several NCG meetings since 
the election, Momentum has published no NCG minutes 
since 26 April.

More fundamentally, the process should have been: 
political program first, then decide candidates. The slate 
should have had a general policy platform, even if only a 
short one, which could have been debated. We need to 
sort through what the Labour left actually stands for.

Even now, there is nothing to stop Momentum devel-
oping such a platform and seeking support from as many 
NEC candidates as possible. □

By Dan Davison

Despite the length of the Tories’ 13 July document on 
post-Brexit immigration rules, it does not significantly 

expand on the proposals released earlier this year.
It will be mandatory for visa applicants to speak English 

and have an offer of a job on an “eligible occupations” list, 
which will “earn” them 50 points.

There will be a £20,480 minimum salary requirement. 
Visa applicants will “earn” extra points if they have a job 
offer in a “shortage occupation”, hold a PhD relevant to 
the job in question, or earn more than the “general salary 
threshold” of £25,600.

Beyond January, there are plans to introduce an un-
sponsored route that would “allow a smaller number of 
the most highly skilled workers to come to the UK without 
a job offer”.

There was much fanfare around the unveiling of a new 
fast-track health and care visa with a reduced fee. This visa 
will be open to workers with a confirmed job offer in a 
“skilled” role within the NHS or care sector, or in NHS ser-
vice provision. However, it will not be available to frontline 
care workers. Moreover, the minimum salary threshold 
would exclude many cleaners, porters, and other frontline 
support staff in the health and care sectors.

All foreign nationals in the UK who have been sen-
tenced to a year or more in prison will be “considered 
for deportation”. Foreign nationals seeking entry to the 
UK may be refused if they have a custodial sentence of at 
least 12 months.

In most cases, recruitment of both EU and non-EU cit-
izens will require a sponsor licence, with checks to en-
sure that sponsors are both genuine and solvent. Licence 
sponsors will have to demonstrate that the jobs offered 
are credible and, where applicable, meet skills and salary 
requirements.

Fundamentally, the scheme tilts the balance of power 
between worker and boss even further in the boss’s fa-
vour. When one’s ability to live in a country depends di-
rectly on an employer’s sponsorship, the employer can 
“tighten the screws” more easily.

The limited lowering of the minimum salary thresh-
old for certain workers does not change how the overall 
scheme effectively turns free movement into a privilege 
for the rich. It should be a right for all. □

• Abridged from the Labour Campaign for Free Movement 
website.

Free movement shouldn’t be a privilege for the rich

Row over Labour slate

The Resolution Foundation cites business surveys to 
estimate that over one million workers out of the 9.5 

million so far furloughed may lose their jobs completely 
when government furlough money stops at the end of 
October. It predicts a further “income shock” if the Tories 
stick to their plan to withdraw from April 2021 the £20 
increase in Universal Credit which came with lockdown. 
That would mean an income cut of over £1,000 for over 
six million households. All that without factoring in the 
risk of a full-on second surge of the virus. □
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The Repeat Beat Poet is a hip hop and spoken word art-
ist, broadcaster and activist. He talked with Janine Booth 
from Solidarity, and the whole conversation is online at 
bit.ly/r-b-p.

On recent events in the USA: 
There are shamefully still regularly extrajudicial killings of 
Black people in the US and across the world, but because 
of lockdown, the killing [of George Floyd] is a moment of 
vindication for a lot of activists. The protests are vital in 
achieving concessions from the oppressive system we’re 
living in, and show mobilised oppressed peoples how 
they can bring themselves together and collectivise their 
power.

On peaceful protests and “rioting”:
I respond by asking about the use of racially coded lan-
guage, the ways in which the word “rioting” is used, the 
ways in which non-white protesters are referred to as 
“thugs” or “lawless”. It’s a way of criminalising civil diso-
bedience.

On US and UK policing: 
The framework of how to put down the revolutionary 
movements that threatened power structures was started 
by Robert Peel, the Met Police and the English imperial 
system. In America, the policing system developed on 
the same tactics that Peel used, applied not only to colo-
nial subjects but to slaves and other non-white peoples. 
American policing can be far more public, and there are 
lynchings in all but name going on to this day. 

The UK’s un-investigated racism is coded in the lega-
lese. You don’t get America without genocide and slavery; 
the UK was brilliant at industrialising and exporting geno-
cide and slavery. That’s the link. 

On demands to address police brutality: 
“Defunding” allows us to reframe the purpose of how we 
fund the police. Do we fund them with the purpose of 
protecting property and protecting the ruling class? Or 
do we reintegrate an idea of policing back into social co-
hesion?

Look at the ways in which police are quietly militarised. I 
agree with disarming the police: a lot of that is about riot 
control tactics and protest control tactics. 

Scrap the police: I agree with the sentiment because it’s 
the extremity we need to get purposeful reform if that can 
happen. I’m not sure it can, but it’s the attitude we need. 

Making them accountable to elected scrutiny commit-
tees means that you don’t get the “thin blue line” police 
protection where prosecutions of police officers who have 
killed citizens are remarkably low. 

We should reorient the police away from social control. 
We should do that with society in general, reorient our 
institutions towards helping vulnerable people and away 
from the control of the ruling class. 

We also need to accurately contextualise the history of 
British state policing with the imperial and colonial history 
of the British state. We need to see the through-lines. 

On using poetry to fight racism:
I was born in Essex to Ghanaian parents. I’ve been using 
my poetry as a way to fight racism consistently for as long 
as I’ve had racist experiences. Outside the UK, poetry has 
a clearer connection with social activism. In this country 
poetry has been a bit divorced. I’ve been highlighting and 
platforming people who follow in the activist tradition of 
poetry.

As the Colston statue was being torn down in Bristol, the 
poet Solomon O.B. stood on that plinth and spoke to the 
people. Aliyah Hasinah was on BBC Newsnight recently; 
she’s a great poet and curator. George the Poet has been 
doing a lot of good introductory-level anti-racism and an-
ti-imperialism educating. Suhaiymah Manzoor-Khan does 
incredible work around anti-colonial educating. Kojey 
Radical: a lot of his music deals with the intersections of 
oppression. Jelly Cleaver is an activist and musician in 
London. Liv Winter’s politics are firmly anti-fascist. There’s 
Lowkey, Boots Riley, …

That’s such a strength of poetry in the activist tradition: 
to give social unrest effective communicative force, get-

“Active class struggle is central to anti-racist struggle”

Belly Mujinga
The TSSA transport union is supporting a petition call-

ing for justice for Belly Mujinga, the transport worker 
who died of coronavirus after being spat at on the con-
course of Victoria Station: bit.ly/belly-p □
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ting across the feeling as well as the truth of a moment. 
Find your own canon of Black voices that you identify with.

On policing and class: 
Police brutality is as classist as this country is. The ruling 
class, but also a large percentage of middle-class people, 
had stock in slaves: they owned human beings as prop-
erty. The British taxpayer only finished paying off the loan 
to pay these slave owners for the loss of property in 2015! 
I was born in 1994: for the time I’ve been paying taxes 
I’ve been paying off slave owner compensation, and that’s 
an issue of class because where does this money go to? 
Where is this wealth extracted from? How is this profit lev-
eraged? It is leveraged in the interests of a tiny elite, at the 
vast expense of the vast majority of people. 

The majority of this wealth was created on the back of 
impoverished and enslaved Black and non-white people. 
Working-class white people suffer at the hands of a clas-
sist system as much as anybody. The system of power dis-
criminates, and you find class right at the core. 

Active class struggle is central to anti-racist struggle. 
Workers taking back the means of their production is cru-
cial to unpicking racism and classism. 

On the left and the labour movement: 
There was an active colour bar against Black workers in 
the UK, right up until the 60s and 70s. Bristol had a bus 
boycott which saw Black people refuse to interact with 
the municipal transport system to express that you cannot 
have a workers” movement without Black people. It’s the 
ideology of “injustice anywhere is injustice everywhere”. 

I’ve had countless conversations with avowed Marxists, 
or communists, or left radicals that haven’t been able to 
countenance the intersections of the issues. Black peo-
ple are still severely underrepresented in trade unions, 
and it’s everyone’s loss that the expertise, the knowledge, 
the experience of anti-racist struggle isn’t being valued, 
taught and shared. 

Under Jeremy Corbyn’s leadership, the Labour Party 
was making incredible connections with grime culture 
and building up social movements with younger, work-
ing-class, poorer, Black people, but the machinery of the 
Labour Party could not countenance having a leader who 
was so anti-imperialist, so anti-racist. 

What more could the left do? It could act as if Black 
lives not only matter, but are to be cherished, treasured, 
valued, uplifted, centred, and anti-racist discourse taught 
widely. 

On debate and education: 
To have effective debate you need debate moderation, 
and you need a shared idea of what you”re debating. This 
is why organisations like the Black Panther Party had a po-
litical education program before you became a member. 

Self-education is important because it’s not on people 
of colour to be doing all the anti-racist work. It’s incredi-
bly frustrating that independent Black organisations have 

been fighting for the liberation of oppressed Black peo-
ple and for years this work has gone unvalued. 

We need to ask why we haven’t been educated about 
anti-racism and police brutality before. I want to debate 
as a way to achieve radical praxis, as a way to take theory, 
marry it with action, and give it mobilisation. 

Learn about anti-imperialism. Learn about anti-colonial-
ism. Learn about police and prison abolition. Learn about 
Black Liberation struggles. Learn about independence 
movements from European colonial powers. Learn how 
Black and non-white people have shown up in your field 
of interest. Because whatever you”re into, Black people 
have been there too. 

The first part of anti-racism is self-investigation to ac-
knowledge your own prejudices. Anti-racism is for white 
people as much as for Black people. It’s not “white” peo-
ple versus Black people. It’s the racists vs everyone. It’s a 
racial system vs everyone. 

Three recommended books:
Staying Power by Peter Fryer, an incredible history of 

black people in Britain. 
The State of Africa by Martin Meredith, another fantastic 

book, about African history since independence. 
Back to Black: Retelling Black Radicalism for the 21st 

Century by Kehinde Andrews, a good primer into how 
we can use an international black radical politics to effec-
tively rebuild the world on a racially just platform.

Any other business?
Find out who’s been doing this work when it wasn’t pop-
ular. Find the anti-racist organisations that are close to 
you. It’s all the more important now that you speak up 
for Black people, you direct racially-privileged people to 
Black artists. 

I will continue to be a voice for the liberation of Black 
people wherever and however I can, through my poetry, 
through my radio shows, through the conversations I 
have, through who I am and what I do. □

“Active class struggle is central to anti-racist struggle”

The 2001 edition of 
this pamphlet, pub-
lished after the far-
right BNP more than 
tripled its votes in the 
election that year, aims 
to convince labour 
movement activists 
of the importance 
of fighting racism, 
anti-racists of the im-
portance of the labour 
movement — and fight-
ing to transform it.
workersliberty.org/
pamphlets
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By Todd Hamer

Since the start of the pandemic there have been almost 
daily warnings of the effects that this natural disaster 

will have on our mental health. The impending mental 
health crisis has even been given a name: the “shadow 
pandemic”.

However, beneath the headlines, there is surprisingly 
little hard evidence. Many surveys have found people in-
creased levels of stress and anxiety, but that is not the 
same as mental illness.

Some papers have predicted a big spike in mental 
illness based on patterns from previous natural disasters 
and economic crises. However the workings of the human 
mind are complex and not well understood, and it is not 
clear how useful it is to compare this pandemic to an 
earthquake or a tsunami. The winners and losers of crises 
are determined by class struggle. The mental health im-
plications of the economic crisis and pandemic recovery 
will be determined by how that struggle plays out.

Other papers have predicted a rise in mental illness due 
to people experiencing trauma, grief, stress, and isola-
tion. These are known factors for increasing risk of men-
tal illness, but there is nothing to suggest trauma, grief, 
stress, or isolation are made more psychologically dam-
aging if they are the result of a coronavirus pandemic. 

The 14 July Academy of Medical Sciences report is 
very measured. “While there is considerable uncertainty, 
it seems likely that the combination of factors will result in 
an increased mental health burden this winter.”

It cites two longitudinal studies [i.e. studies of the same 
variables over time periods] that show raised levels of 
anxiety and mental distress at the beginning of the lock-
down in comparison to pre-Covid trends. The increase 
was small compared with the general trend of increased 
mental distress experienced over the past few years, and 
almost all the Covid-specific increase in mental distress is 
reported by women and young people, perhaps reflect-
ing increased domestic violence.

There is some evidence that anxiety and distress has 
tailed off since the start of the pandemic. A German 
study has found that the strongest indicator of whether 
an individual experienced the optimal stress response is 
whether they thought positive political or social conse-
quences will flow from the pandemic.

There is evidence from Germany and Japan that suicide 
rates decreased by 20% during lockdown compared to 
previous years. There is also evidence from the alcohol 
industry and from surveys that alcohol consumption has 
reduced substantially during lockdown and more people 
have reduced or stopped drinking than have increased 
the amount they drink. But then again, there has been a 
huge increase in domestic violence, which may result in 
very significant rise in mental illness.

In any case, we have already been living through a pan-
demic of mental illness for many years in the advanced 
capitalist world, and nothing has been done about it. 
There has been almost no attempt to tackle this or even 

understand its causes. The only attempt by epidemiolo-
gists to grapple with this question is the body of research 
explained in The Inner Level by Richard Wilkinson and 
Kate Pickett.

Wilkinson and Pickett demonstrate that there is a con-
sistent correlation between a country’s income inequality 
and rates of mental illness. They theorise that the root of 
much mental illness is status anxiety that causes extreme 
stress and manifests in individuals as depression, anxiety, 
addiction and narcissism.

So the lockdown may actually mitigate mental illness. 
Many low paid workers have seen a rise in social status as 
their work is seen as essential. Many key workers have a 
new sense of pride in our work and a sense that our work 
is valued by the overwhelmingly working-class communi-
ties that we serve. Although that is yet to be reflected in 
our pay packets, this moment of celebrating cleaners, bus 
drivers and Amazon delivery drivers is a sharp departure 
from pre-lockdown norms.

We might also wonder about the effect of senior man-
agement and rich people in general being tucked away 
at home for three months. Wilkinson and Pickett suggest 
that status anxiety is triggered by living in a highly un-
equal class society where there are multiple encounters 
with strangers and near-strangers, leading to worries 
about how we are judged by others. The reduced physi-
cal contact demanded of everyone through the lockdown 
has reduced the number of these encounters. The fact 
that most top bosses and the rich retreated to the safety 
of their private residences and the streets were only pop-
ulated by fellow workers on similar incomes may also 
have had an impact.

Many people have reported that this is the first time in 
their lives when they have not worn make-up, or let their 
hair grow long, worried less about their physical appear-
ance, all perhaps signifying reduced status anxiety.

We don’t know the outcome. We do know that before 
the virus, at any one time, up to quarter of the population 
was experiencing intolerable mental suffering, and men-
tal health services were massively under-resourced.

As we rebuild our world after virus peaks, we should 
aim to make it a place that nurtures mental well-being. 
That means aggressive pursuit of economic equality. □

The pandemic from further back

What we demand in the crisis
1. Requisition key sectors
2. Fight for workers’ control
3. Make the labour movement an essential service, fight-
ing on the issues listed here
4. Defend workers’ rights. Work or full pay! Cancel rent, 
mortgage, and utility payments.
5. Take care of the worst-off
6. Defend civil liberties
7. International solidarity □

• See full text at bit.ly/what-d
• Animated video of full demands: bit.ly/demand-video 
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By Janet Burstall 

In Australia, between now and September, the income 
support schemes will end or be severely cut, along with 

the moratorium on eviction of tenants and banks’ deferral 
of mortgage repayments.

Unemployment has already nearly trebled to 14.8%, 
and around 9.7% of the workforce want more hours. 
When the JobKeeper scheme [something like furlough] 
ends in September, more workers could get the sack.

Repossessions and evictions are likely, along with a 
home price and construction slump. A workers’ program 
needs to take up the immediate issue of housing along 
the lines of “No evictions, no foreclosures, the banks can 
pay, they are rich, the debtors are not.”

The Australian Council of Trade Unions [ACTU] and 
employers have accepted a government invitation to 
“sit down together” to work on recovery measures. But 
there’s no preparing for action, and these talks will not 
solve problems of livelihoods.

A new campaign called Living Incomes For Everyone 
(LIFE) has been set up on the initiative of a small group of 
long time labour movement left activists. It focuses on in-
come support. The demands are for keeping the doubled 
rate of unemployment benefit (introduced at the start of 

the lockdown, but due to end in September), extending 
the benefit to everyone who was left out, and for social 
security with dignity.

The ACTU has started a petition demanding to 
#Keeptherate of both JobSeeker and JobKeeper, which 
should boost the confidence of living-income campaign-
ers. □

• Abridged from bit.ly/aus-cv

Living income push in Australia

By Dan Rawnsley

A piece of recent history made its way into the British 
press on 14 July. On 11 November 1975, the Gover-

nor-General of Australia, John Kerr, dismissed the elected 
Labour Prime Minister Gough Whitlam and installed Lib-
eral Party leader Malcolm Fraser in his place.

The Governor-General acts as representative for the 
monarch and is appointed by the Queen on the advice 
of the Prime Minister. In the run up to the coup Kerr was 
in frequent written communication with the Queen’s per-
sonal secretary, Baron Charteris. The letters were released 
on 14 July after a long campaign and legal challenge by 
Professor Jenny Hocking of Monash University.

Kerr didn’t inform the Queen about his coup before 
carrying it out. However, Charteris seems to have encour-
aged the idea, for instance sending Kerr a clipping from 
the Canberra Times that discussed dismissing Whitlam.

This is not a story of a powerful monarch dissolving a 
reforming Labour government, but rather a more familiar 
story about a member of the ruling class, Baron Charteris, 
placing the economic needs of that class above normal 
democratic functioning.

Then as today the powers of the monarchy are gener-
ally exercised not directly, but through other state actors. 
Formally in the UK the monarch has the power to deploy 
troops and make treaties and gives royal assent to laws, 

but these things happen on the say-so of the Prime Min-
ister. In September 2019 Boris Johnson attempted to pro-
rogue (suspend) parliament using power formally held by 
the monarch.

Abolishing the monarchy in and of itself is no guarantee 
that the sort of powers that dismissed the Kerr govern-
ment will disappear. The mainstream republican cam-
paign in the UK, Republic, limits itself to calls for a head 
of state who can be an impartial referee above politics – 
exactly the sort of function the Governor-General of Aus-
tralia is supposed to carry out! 

It is impossible to have a referee “above politics” be-
cause to do so places certain political functions outside 
of political discussion. The advocates of a referee are in 
fact saying that right of capital to overrule democracy and 
dominate labour is “just business”, or just a matter of mak-
ing sure the state avoids economic disruption.

The bourgeoisie need safeguards to protect their rule 
from an excess of democracy. As Charteris put it in one 
of his letters to Kerr, “good government… especially at a 
time of grave economic disruption, is the only thing that 
counts and the most extreme steps to ensure this must be 
taken if there is no other way.”

Socialists in the UK must call for the abolition of the 
monarchy, and do so as part of a raft of demands for deep 
and thoroughgoing democratic reform. □

No “referees above politics”!

Featured book
A head-to-head debate 
between the revolutionary 
left (Sean Matgamna) and 
the traditional Labour left 
(Michael Foot), focused 
on the alternatives posed 
to the labour movement 
in the fight against the 
Thatcher Tories from 1979 
to the mid-1980s. 107 
pages, £5
workersliberty.org/books
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By Ana Oppenheim

Andrzej Duda of the radical right Law and Justice party 
has been re-elected as Poland’s president, defeating 
the liberal conservative opposition’s candidate Rafał Tr-
zaskowski 51%-49% in the second round. Polish socialist 
Ana Oppenheim spoke to Sacha Ismail. Ana is active in 
the UK as a member of the Labour Party and the Polish 
left party Razem, and a supporter of the Labour Cam-
paign for Free Movement. She has just been elected to 
the Momentum National Coordinating Group.

Duda won through a campaign where homophobia 
was the main theme. Trzaskowski’s party, Civic Plat-

form, are centre-right conservatives, but he’s on the more 
liberal wing. He has previously been outspoken for LGBT 
rights; as mayor of Warsaw, he signed a pro-LGBT dec-
laration last year which has sparked a huge right-wing 
backlash in other parts of the country. During the elec-
tion he retreated, saying he believes in respect and rights 
for everyone but equal marriage and adoption rights are 
too extreme.

Previously the nationalist right’s main enemy was mi-
grants and refugees. But in the last year and half, they 
have focused on homophobia. We’ve seen physical at-
tacks on Pride marches, in one case even a terrorist at-
tempt, and stepped up violence more generally. Many 
local authorities, mainly in the East of the country, have 
declared themselves LGBT Free Zones.

It’s a very dangerous time. Law and Justice will control 
both the government and the presidency again. We’re 
starting to see escalated attacks on gay rights, not just 
spreading homophobia but legislative attacks. Abortion 
may come up again. They’ve already used the pandemic 
to increase sentences for illegal abortions, and I’m sure 
there will be renewed pressure for a complete ban. Du-
da’s narrow victory may scare them into more radical as-
saults on the rule of law, democracy, and media freedom.

Law and Justice have introduced the Family 500+ child 
benefit program. It has lifted a lot of people out of pov-
erty but of course it’s also a pro-childbirth and national-
ist measure. They’ve increased public spending, they’ve 
increased pensions – pensioners are a key demographic 
for Law and Justice. 

But this can only really be called redistributive in the 

context of social democracy being so weak.
They’ve not tackled zero hours contracts, which are 

increasingly prevalent, public services have remained 
badly underfunded, and they’ve actually strengthened 
the rights of employers. There is no question of them 
reining in the wealth and power of the rich. At the same 
time, there are a lot of people who are understandably 
afraid of more neo-liberal policies if Law and Justice lose 
power.

On the 40th anniversary of Solidarnosc [the big 
workers’ movement of 1980-1], is workers’ struggle 
a visible force in Poland?
The memory of Solidarnosc is very much alive, and peo-
ple on all sides try to claim it as theirs. In mainstream pol-
itics it’s presented as a pro-democracy movement and 
often a pro-capitalist one. Outside the left, which is very 
much not mainstream, no one presents it as distinctively 
working-class struggle. It’s also sometimes seen as a Pol-
ish nationalist movement, and the Catholic church also 
claims it as theirs.

In terms of workers’ struggles now, unions are not a 
major force even in the sense they are in Western Europe. 
Last year there was a big teachers’ strike, with solidarity 
actions including by schools students, and that educated 
a layer of people about unions. The huge majority of pri-
vate companies have no union presence whatsoever.

Since last year the left has an electoral coalition, Le-
wica or The Left, bringing together three different par-
ties. There’s the old social democratic party, which has 
its roots in the reform wing of the former ruling Stalinist 
party; Razem, which is radical left, with more anticapitalist 
elements; and a newer movement Wiosna, broadly social 
democratic but focused on women’s and LGBT rights. It’s 
something of a personal vehicle for its leader, an openly 
gay politician called Robert Biedroń, who was the Lewica 
presidential candidate.

In the 2019 parliamentary election the coalition won 
12.6% of the vote and 49 seats. But in the presidential 
election it failed to have the same kind of impact. That 
was completely dominated by so-called culture-wars is-
sues, and polarised between the right and the liberals. 
Biedron got 2.4% in the first round.

In terms of broader campaigning, there is now also a 
big feminist movement, which to a large extent emerged 
out of the 2016 Women’s Strike to defend abortion rights.

Poland is an overwhelmingly white country, so you 
can’t talk about structural racism like in the UK or even 
more the US; it’s not fundamental to how capitalism is 
structured and functions. What we have is very extreme 
bigotry and racial prejudice.

However we’ve had some Black Lives Matter protests, 
in various cities, and it’s shaken up the debate about rac-
ism a bit.

Going forward, I think LGBT rights will be the central 
battleground. □

• Abridged. Full interview bit.ly/anaointerview 

Poland: “Expect a fightback”

Luton’s Labour council has passed an emergency 
budget (with support from Tories on the council) 

which cuts 365 jobs and frontline services. Luton is par-
ticularly hard-hit because the council has depended 
heavily on revenues from Luton Airport, which have 
dwindled with the lockdown. Other councils also face 
budget gaps from extra spending in the lockdown, only 
partly covered by central government aid, and reduced 
incomes. Labour should be campaigning for the Tory 
government to restore the cuts made by the Tories to 
local government funding since 2010. □
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75 years ago, on 26 July 1945, Britain’s first-ever majority 
Labour government took office. David Booth remembers.

My father, Albert, was born in 1897 in Hoxton, east Lon-
don. His father had never been to school. He worked 

at the Army and Navy stores making ladies’ shoes. There 
were six children, two of whom died in infancy – average 
for the time – the youngest taking their mother with her. 
So Grandad worked shorter daytime hours and, after the 
kids were in bed, sorted mail at Mount Pleasant sorting 
office all night.

The working class was therefore our class and the La-
bour Party our party. Women’s suffrage was my mother’s 
political passion, and she despised woman who, having 
got the vote, did not use it.

The first world war took my father into the Navy and his 
elder brother Edward into the Army, where he was killed 
in 1917.

After the war, newly-wed Albert’s search for work took 
them to service in an East Yorkshire country house, to York 
where my brother was born, to Aberdeen where my sis-
ter was born and to London where my twin brother and 
I were born in 1937. They remember the 1930s hunger 
marches passing their door in Willesden and collections 
being made to bury those who had died on the marches.

In 1939, the Navy wanted their first world was wireless 
operators (“sparks”) back and recruited my father into his 
first permanent job since 1923. We moved from London 
to Winchester and then to Scarborough where he would 
be posted after the war. 

The beach was wired off because of mines and the 
fear of an enemy landing. Schools did not have air raid 
shelters; when the sirens went we were told to run home, 
touch our gate and run back to school. Life was ruled by 
rationing. One week’s rations could be put on one plate.

My vivid memory is of asking my Mum, “Will we win the 
war?” and her face looking grey as she replied, “I don’t 
know”. When Germany surrendered in May 1945, she 
said, “The war is over”, not “We have won”.

While Churchill led the war effort, Clement Attlee, La-
bour Party leader since 1935 and Deputy Prime Minister 
of the coalition Government since 1941, had been run-

ning the country and preparing for peace. The Beveridge 
report had prepared for the National Assistance Act 1946, 
and the Education Act 1944 meant that my father, earning 
six pounds per week, no longer had to pay school fees for 
my sister who had passed the Eleven-Plus.

A general election was announced for 5 July. Labour 
campaigned for universal benefits and a national health 
service and independence for India, the Tories for the em-
pire. There were no leaflets because paper was rationed, 
so we went round shouting “Vote, vote, vote for Mr Attlee, 
Chuck Winnie Churchill down the stairs”: I received a cuff 
from a policeman for my pains.

The count took three weeks because of Forces voting 
and Wakes Week holidays in the North. On 21 July, it was 
announced that Labour had gained a net 284 seats to 
have 393 of the 640 seats in the Commons. The Labour 
Party was due to have a conference to elect a leader who 
would then become Prime Minister, but Attlee got his wife 
to drive him to Buckingham Palace where he was asked to 
form a government and the rest is history.

My mother was ecstatic. “At last you kids will stand a 
chance!” She cried, and added. “Now we’ll show them”. 
There was a distinct sense that we were Labour and La-
bour was for us. There was a mutual loyalty and mission.

On 1 January 1948, when the NHS started, our fam-
ily ceremonially took the doctor’s pot (containing half-
crowns for his fee) off the mantelpiece. Mum got her first 
ever treatment for her thin blood (I suspect from malnutri-
tion) and she got some specs and so could read the Daily 
Herald. My father got some pills for his “slight irregularity 
of the heart”. Now when we kids were ill, we were sent to 
the doctor instead of the pharmacist.

And so it proved: we did have a chance. The four chil-
dren became a cabinet minister, a lawyer, a lecturer and a 
teacher. My mum was proud of the teachers. She was not 
so sure about politicians and lawyers. □

Remembering 1945

Upcoming meetings
Workers’ Liberty meetings are open to all, held on-

line over zoom. Planned as we go to press:

Sunday 26 July, 6.30-8pm: The Haitian revolution and 
the Black Jacobins
Sunday 2 August, 6.30-8pm: Marxism and autism
Sunday 9 August, 6.30-8pm: Revolutionary Jews

For full and updated details, zoom links, more meetings 
and resources, see workersliberty.org/c19-online □

New videos!
Watch Workers’ Liberty’s videos and playlists, and 

subscribe to our youtube channel! Many have 
subtitles. New this last fortnight:

• Towards a new revolutionary left? Panel debate with 
speakers from Workers’ Liberty, Mutiny, Red Flag

• Isolation pay for all! Solidarity editorial
• The US Civil War and the fight against slavery, with 

Mark Osborn and Sacha Ismail
• The trade union bureaucracy, with Janine Booth and 

Becky Crocker
• Make Labour fight for “grand schemes”. Solidarity 

editorial □

Please watch and subscribe; like, comment and share! 
All at: youtube.com/c/WorkersLibertyUK

http://workersliberty.org/audio
https://www.workersliberty.org/c19-online
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-black-jacobins-tickets-111838524036
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-black-jacobins-tickets-111838524036
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/marxism-and-autism-tickets-113608048732
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/revolutionary-jews-tickets-112459864482
https://www.workersliberty.org/c19-online
http://youtube.com/c/WorkersLibertyUK
https://youtu.be/oVd0iFA2_tw
https://youtu.be/MtbjwygEMVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZF1IHqax_gc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XKICEd0uTQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9Rn5b6vNhc
https://youtube.com/c/WorkersLibertyUK
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From Tubeworker

Boris Johnson’s recent announcement that people 
should start using public transport again is a cause for 

concern.
Although London Underground says it won’t be chang-

ing its messaging, which encourages passengers to walk 
or cycle where possible, workmates on stations and trains 
are already anecdotally reporting rising passenger lev-
els, which are now reaching 20% of normal, significantly 
above the 13% that TfL [Transport for London] bosses cal-
culated was the maximum capacity we could carry whilst 
maintaining 2m distancing.

We don’t want to be locked down forever, and if infec-
tion levels and death rates continue to fall, then of course 
it’s right for lockdown measures to be eased. But they 
need to be eased safely.

What we can do is ensure that the safety measures 
we’ve fought for remain in place and are strengthened, 
including:

• queuing systems outside stations to regulate passen-
ger flow

• maintaining staff “safe zones”, created using tape and 
barriers

• having station staff work from behind glass wherever 
possible

• maintaining revised staffing arrangements and shift 
patterns to eliminate non-essential duties and maximise 
distancing.

The bottom line has to be: if we can’t work safely, we 
shouldn’t work at all.

The main four unions organising across TfL — RMT, Aslef, 
TSSA, and Unite — held a joint rally against cuts, via Zoom, 
on 15 July.

At this early stage of the campaign, that this was the 
first time all four unions have formally collaborated on any 
public activity. It was, however, unfortunate that there was 
only one rank-and-file transport worker on the platform. 

Future events must make voices from the workplace, 
including outsourced workers, much more prominent. □

By Emma Rickman

As the Outage begins [the plant’s annual 14-day shut-
down for maintenance that can’t be carried out while 

it is running], I team up with A and T from Sulzers, a hy-
draulic systems contractor. A is tall, slender and bald, with 
a big gap in his teeth and a really expressive face. T is very 
young, chatty and capable – both are great to work with, 
despite the fact they dislike each other.

We’re fitting lengths of stainless steel pipe to a cooling 
system for the turbine lubricant. Oil is pumped into the 
turbine to support the shaft, and if it becomes too hot it 
looses its lubricating properties. The new system we’re 
fitting checks the temperature of the oil with a thermostat, 
and pumps it downstairs to a cooling fan once it goes 
over 50 degrees.

The route for the pipes isn’t long but it’s complicated; 
we need to send them from the fan inlet and outlet 
through the ceiling into the “Wendy House”, which is the 
structure around the turbine and generator. From the 
Wendy House floor we need to snake the pipes around 
the turbine and all the other pipes and into the lubrication 
pumping system.

T can stig weld effortlessly, which is impressive. He sits 
cross-legged on a metal railing and casually melts metal 
onto the brackets which support the pipe – we can’t watch 
him directly because the arc light is blinding. He laughs 
and rolls his eyes at me when A asks him to undo the 

welds and move the brackets, twice.
“I’ve worked with A for six months – it gets tiring. I want 

to work on oil rigs really. I’m looking to qualify as a ‘trician 
too.”

A holds pipe up and marks it with a sharpie, then I follow 
him downstairs to bend it. The pipe bender has two pul-
leys with concave grooves around the edges where the 
pipe sits. One pulley is attached to a lever which pulls the 
pipe against the other pulley in the direction you want to 
bend it. Despite making no notes except brief tape-meas-
uring, A is an expert at bending the pipe exactly to size, 
far from the place it will be fitted. “It’s not as if I know what 
I’m doing” he says often.

We’re interrupted when a truck driver − G − arrives to 
take the crane grab away for refurbishment. A pulls faces 
as he hammers out the shackle pins forcefully, then says 
“Ow, that hurt” in a deadpan when he smashes his thumb.

The grab is lowered to the ground with its petals closed 
into a bulb-like shape. It seems impossible that it won’t 
tip, but it doesn’t. The mechanics assure me it’s impossi-
ble, and then nag each other for fitting new petals that are 
slightly different sizes. A is the one trusted with the crane, 
and it’s his hammering, raising, lowering and guiding with 
scaffolding boards that finally gets the huge machine to 
tip slowly onto its side.

“Well done. Wow.”
“Well, my careers teacher told me this is all I was good 

for − so this is what I do.”
“What a bastard.” □

• Emma Rickman is an engineering apprentice in a 
Combined Heat and Power plant.

Pipe bending

Defend safety on public transport

Diary of an engineer
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Ballot for action 
on job cuts

We’re balloting our members working across the 
four Tate galleries in London, Liverpool, and St. 

Ives, for industrial action to resist job cuts. The ballot 
runs from 22 July to 3 August. A consultative ballot of 
members has already returned a 93% vote in favour of 
action on a 99% turnout.

The employer wants to cut 200 jobs, as part of a cuts 
package aimed at saving £1 million this financial year. 
That’s part of a wider picture in the culture sector, which 
has taken a significant financial hit in the pandemic, 
which bosses will be looking to recoup via cuts. Our reps 
and branches have done well in terms of winning agree-
ments during the pandemic, ensuring the 20% top-up 
for furloughed workers’ pay, and so on; now we need to 
build the strongest possible resistance to job cuts.

The strategy is being led by our branches. We want 
to keep the discussions about strategy as close to the 
shop floor as possible. It will require some creativity, as 
strikes are not really an effective weapon when the work-
place is closed, no money is coming in, and most staff 
are furloughed, which is the case in many culture sector 
workplaces. So we need to think creatively about what 
effective resistance looks like, and combine effective in-
dustrial action with public and political campaigning.

In the Department for Work and Pensions, there is 
something of a tense stand-off around the drive to re-
open job centres. The union’s position remains that a 
generalised reopening is not safe, and at workplace 
level we’re fighting for workers’ control, led by elected 
union reps, of any reopening to ensure adequate safety 
measures are in place in advance. Following union com-
plaints, Health and Safety Executive inspectors visited 10 
offices, but this seemed like a token, going-through-the-
motions exercise, as the places they visited seemed to 
be hand-picked by the employer.

Prime Minister Johnson has now signalled a wider 
back-to-work drive from 1 August. We have an emer-
gency meeting with the Cabinet Office, the central 
civil service employer, coming up to discuss what that 
means. We’ll be putting forward our opposition to any 
generalised and mandatory return to the physical work-
place. We acknowledge that there are some members 
who, due to their domestic or personal circumstances, 
may prefer to return to offices, and we also want to en-
sure measures are in place to allow that to happen safely 
and in a way that maintains safe distancing. □

• John Moloney is assistant general secretary of the civil 
service workers’ union PCS, writing here in a personal 
capacity.

Subscribe to Solidarity 
Trial sub (6 issues) £7; Six months (22 issues) £22 

waged, £11 unwaged, €30 European rate.

Visit workersliberty.org/sub to subscribe
Or email your name, address and postcode to us at 
awl@workersliberty.org, or phone 020 7394 8923.

To subscribe with a standing order: £5 a month, or pay 
us more to support our work. Forms online, as above. □

£5,502 towards 
£10,000 
Our fundraising total now stands at £5502, with £201 

more coming in over the last week. Our target is 
£10,000 by the provisional revised date for our “summer 
school” Ideas for Freedom, 21-22 November.

We are currently testing a new membership and sub-
scriptions calculator which will help our members and 
supporters to update their standing orders as jobs and 
circumstances change.

Some on the left have criticised Workers’ Liberty for 
what they consider to be “outlandish” membership con-
tributions. They point to the Labour Party charging around 
£5 per month as comparison. It’s not the same, though. 
The Labour Party has large numbers of MPs, backroom 
people, and councillors paid from public funds, substan-
tial union donations (£6.2m in 2017), and even a scatter-
ing of rich backers. And it doesn’t even try to do what 
we do − publish a weekly paper, books, and pamphlets; 
organise an active socialist presence on demonstrations 
and on the streets; provide initiative and backup for cam-
paigns on issues like the Uyghurs, Hong Kong, free move-
ment, and more; run study groups.

Because we’re out to overturn capitalism, not just to 
offer reforming administration of the current system, we 
rely on a greater level of personal commitment. Mostly 
in activity: time on the streets, on the picket lines, in the 
study groups. Financial commitment to help that activity 
is a part of what being a convinced and active revolution-
ary socialist is about. □ 

• www.workersliberty.org/donate. 

Contact us
020 7394 8923

solidarity@workersliberty.org
Write to us: 20E Tower Workshops, Riley Road,
London, SE1 3DG
Solidarity production team: Cathy Nugent, Martin Thomas 
(editor), Sacha Ismail, Simon Nelson, and Zack Muddle

John Moloney 
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By Pete Radcliff

Over mid-July, Hong Kong has been in a stand-off. 
The Chinese regime’s National Security Law (NSL) 

is now in force in Hong Kong. Its powers far exceed the 
Extradition Bill that was thrown out last autumn after 
street protests.

Yet radicals in the democratic camp won the unoffi-
cial primaries in which over 600,000 Hong Kong people 
took part. Those who won say they will resist the NSL. So 
far, despite threats, the democratic candidates have not 
been arrested, nor have they been barred from standing 
in September’s elections.

That was the background to the online rally of Labour 
Movement Solidarity with Hong Kong (UK) on 18 July.

The rally was addressed by the courageous General 
Secretary of the HK Confederation of Trade Unions, Lee 
Cheuk Yan. Lee is facing seven charges already for in-
citement and illegal assembly. Each might each carry a 
sentence of five years — and that is before any charges 
under the NSL are made.

Also speaking were Stephen Kinnock, Labour Front 
Bench minister for the Far East and China; Labour 
MPs John McDonnell and Nadia Whittome; writer Paul 
Mason; and Promise Li of the HK-based leftist group-
ing Lausan; RMT [rail union] activist Becky Crocker; and 
others. All welcomed Labour’s clear denunciation of the 
repression in Hong Kong. McDonnell says this has taken 
us back to “first principles” – as he put it, “we need to 
remind people of our history in opposing Stalinist bu-
reaucracies”. 

Despite the All China Federation of Trade Unions 
(ACFTU) acting as a state agency to control workers 
more than a union, the International Transport Workers’ 
Federation, for example, supplies the ACFTU affiliate in 
Hong Kong with offices and money, whilst the HKCTU 
union that has organised the big dock strike of 2013 
receives nothing.

Lee and Paul Mason pointed to the JASIC dispute of 
2018 in Shenzhen where a unionisation campaign was 
smashed with the complicity of the ACFTU.

Li made reference to an “active disinformation cam-

paign” to favour the ACFTU. Mason pointed to the 
output of the Morning Star which “helps the fully au-
thoritarian state of China stay in power”.

The Morning Star just the day before had criticised left 
MPs Claudia Webbe and John McDonnell as “parroting 
Trump’s anti-China cold war rhetoric”.

McDonnell had condemned China’s treatment of the 
Uyghurs and Webbe had criticised police violence in 
Hong Kong. The article called McDonnell’s comment 
“a histrionic denunciation”. Webbe was accused of not 
recognising that the HK protestors were all agents of the 
United States.

As Li said in the rally, “reaction in the Hong Kong 
movement should be condemned but not with apolo-
gies for the brutality of the Chinese state”.

Capitalist
Many speakers pointed out the openly capitalist nature 
of China and the long close relationship between UK 
corporations, finance capital, and the Chinese Commu-
nist Party. As McDonnell said it is “very much centred in 
the City of London.”

All speakers, including Stephen Kinnock, were clear 
that in opposing to the actions of China in Hong Kong 
we must also reject xenophobic and right wing rhetoric. 

Becky Crocker reported on action by RMT members 
to make direct links with their Hong Kong sisters and 
brothers after a union rep was sacked by Cathay Pacific.

Other spoke of blockades of teargas suppliers by Ex-
tinction Rebellion activists in Derbyshire; collaboration 
in the US between Hong Kong and Black Lives Matter 
activists, talking about their common experiences at 
the hands of the police; action against corporations like 
HSBC profiting and collaborating with the regime. As Li 
said “building community engagement from the bottom 
up is the key to radical change”.

We are fighting both for the liberation of Hong Kong 
and for workers rights across China and the world. Our 
cause is international and internationalist. □

• The rally on YouTube: tinyurl.com/y52qw3ok. More: 
LMSHK(UK)
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